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- Where Are You?
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Overcoming the Order Flow Externality

- Superior Trading/Routing Technology
- New Group of Customers
- Conducive Regulatory Environment
- Inability/Lack of Incentive for Incumbent to React
- Significantly Lower Pricing/Better Service
- Incentives to Use New System
- Very Dissatisfied Customers
- **Full Access to Clearing/Settlement**
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**But Still More Likely to be Successful than Linkages**
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Increased National Political Intervention

- Vested Interests face More Economic Competition

- Trading Consolidation Brings Power Agglomeration

- Competition and Consolidation is more International
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India

- NYSE-Euronext 5% Purchase of National SE: Investors Taking Profits
- Deutsche Börse 5% Purchase of Bombay SE: Mandated Demutualisation
- Opportunistic Cheap Diversification
- **Benefits for Indian Exchanges?**
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- Large Exchanges will Dominate Trading
- Some Small Niche Markets will Survive
- Difficult for New Services to Prosper
- Potential Benefits of Integration are Large
- Cooperative Projects Can Work - but Most Don’t
- Mergers Difficult – but Easier than Linkages
- **Politics is Inescapable**
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